We consider the solution of the homogeneous equation (J ; I)x = 0 where J is a tridiagonal matrix, is a known eigenvalue, and x is the unknown eigenvector corresponding to . Since the system is under-determined, x could be obtained by setting x k = 1 and solving for the rest of the elements of x. This method is not entirely new and it can be traced back to the times of Cauchy (1829). In 1958, Wilkinson demonstrated that, in nite-precision arithmetic, the computed x is highly sensitive to the choice of k the traditional practice of setting k = 1 o r k = n can lead to disastrous results. We d e v elop algorithms to nd optimal k which require a LDU and a U D Lfactorisation of J ; I and are based on the theory developed by Fernando for general matrices. We h a ve also discovered new formulae (valid also for more general Hessenberg matrices) for the determinant o f J ; I , w h i c h g i v e b e t t e r numerical results when the shifted matrix is nearly singular. These formulae could be used to compute eigenvalues (or to improve the accuracy of known estimates) based on standard zero nders such as Newton and Laguerre methods. The accuracy of the computed eigenvalues is crucial for obtaining small residuals for the computed eigenvectors. The algorithms for solving eigenproblems are embarrassingly parallel and hence suitable for modern architectures.
Introduction and Summary
It appears that there are not many algorithms to compute eigenvectors of a matrix once the eigenvalues are determined. In fact, inverse iteration seems to be the only mainstream algorithm in the repertoire of readily available software. Although inverse iteration is a very powerful tool, there are many w ell known shortcomings. Some of them are:
1. the use of random vectors which de es deterministic analysis 2. the need for re-orthogonalisation of computed vectors using Gram{Schmidt or otherwise which can be expensive, especially on parallel platforms 3. the inability to obtain orthogonal vectors when the eigenvalues are clustered 4. the excessive reliance on heuristics.
The method we are proposing is not entirely new the basic idea has been in existence for nearly two c e n turies since the times of Cauchy 4 ] and is based on the de nition of an eigenvector. However, in the late 1950s, this method went i n to disrepute because Wilkinson 16 ] uncovered a fundamental obstacle to this classical approach more details are given later in this section. The essentials of the method are based on the solution of the set of homogeneous equations (F ; I)x = 0 w h e r e F is a general square matrix and x is the unknown eigenvector corresponding to the known eigenvalue . The same approach has been used for the generalised eigenvalue problem (F ; G)x = 0. Since these are under-determined systems of equations, at least one equation in the system is redundant. If the kth equation is redundant, then one may assume that x k , the kth element o f x, i s unity and solve the rest of the equations. It has been the normal practice to assume that the super uous equation is the nth or the rst. The Holzer method in vibration analysis 12], which has been in existence since the turn of this century, also follows this tradition.
Is it possible to drop any one of the n equations and obtain a good approximation to an eigenvector? This question has been asked by m a n y in the past see Fernando 7] , which also gives a detailed historical account. Note that if the matrix F is dense, then the nth equation does not have a particular signi cance since any equation can be given the ordinal count n after a trivial permutation of the equations. However, for tridiagonal and other structured matrices, re-ordering the equations may destroy the structure. Thus, dropping the rst or the nth equation has become entrenched for tridiagonal matrices and pencils.
In a pioneering paper 16], Wilkinson showed that not all equations of a homogeneous system are equal some have a higher degree of redundancy than others. The removal of an equation which is less redundant than others can lead to disastrous results. This is not a problem which a icts only large matrices it can happen even if n = 2 . W e recall the example of Wilkinson (2) The eigenvector given by (1) is accurate only to 3 decimal places while the eigenvector (2) is accurate to 8 decimal places.
In 7], Fernando 1 studied in depth the theoretical issues concerning the choice of k for general dense matrices and the results of Wilkinson were recon rmed and extended. The basic idea is to compute the diagonal entries of the matrix M which is obtained by elementwise reciprocation of the inverse of the matrix (F ; I) The diagonal element o f M with the smallest magnitude points to the equation which should be dropped. Thus, k = 1 is the optimal choice.
One of the main objectives of this paper is to develop algorithms to compute the diagonal elements of M for tridiagonal matrices. This is based on a LDU and a UD Lfactorisation of the shifted tridiagonal matrix J ; Iwhich give all possible BABE (Burn At Both Ends)
factorisations. This report was motivated by an article by Henrici 11 ] who seems to be the rst person to use BABE factorisations. We study the accuracy of BABE factorisations of tridiagonal matrices elsewhere 6].
We also encounter a variable de ned by B a b u ska 2] which is present in his error analysis of tridiagonal equation solvers. In our notation, this variable is k , the kth diagonal element of the matrix M.
Suppose that the LDU factorisation of J ; Iexists. It can be shown that the last pivot d n of the LDU factorisation of J ; Iis zero if the shift is an exact eigenvalue of J.
However, in nite precision arithmetic, d n can be huge even if the shift is very accurate. We explain this phenomenon of the non-vanishing d n . The algorithm for nding the optimal kth equation which should be dropped from a nearly homogeneous system was discovered whilst this problem was studied.
One of the highlights of this paper is the formulae we h a ve d i s c o vered for the determinant of a shifted tridiagonal matrix in terms of the leading/trailing principal minors and the k ( ) ( t h e kth diagonal element o f M). In fact, our results are valid for a wider class of problems de ned by Hessenberg matrices thus we f o r m ulate our problem in terms of the Hessenberg matrix H. The formulae are:
det(H ; I ) = k ( ) det(H ; I ) 1:k;1 det(H ; I ) k+1:n 1 k n:
The signi cance of this result is due to the fact that if the shifted matrix is singular then it is often possible to obtain, in oating-point arithmetic, a zero (or a tiny) determinant provided we c hoose k such that j k ( )j is minimal. In exact arithmetic, if the matrix H ; Iis singular then all k ( ) v alues are zero but in oating-point arithmetic, the convergence of k ( ) to zero can be uneven for di erent v alues of k as indicated by the 2 2 example. Since many eigenvalue solvers are based on the premise of a vanishing determinant when the shift is an exact eigenvalue, these formulae provide a means to achieve that objective in oating-point arithmetic. We h a ve already applied Newton and Laguerre zero-nding techniques to the determinants given by the new formulae we hope to discuss these experiments elsewhere.
In oating-point arithmetic, the determinant of a matrix is not a good indicator of the singularity of that matrix see Section 2.7.3 of Golub and Van Loan 10] . However, by choosing k such that j k j is minimal it is possible to estimate nearly singular determinants more accurately.
The kth diagonal entry k of M can be interpreted as the perturbation required to make the matrix J ; Isingular when is not an exact eigenvalue of J that is, det(J ; I; k e k e k ) = 0 where e k is the unit vector with unity a t t h e kth entry and zeros elsewhere. However, if the tridiagonal matrix has zero diagonals, which is the case if the matrix is related to a bidiagonal SVD problem, perturbation of the diagonal elements is contra-indicated. We remove this di culty b y perturbing a pair of o -diagonal elements instead of a diagonal element.
This paper is organised as follows. In Section 2, the notation and the preliminaries are established. The basic theory concerning nearly homogeneous systems of equations is developed in Section 3. The formulae for computing the diagonal values of M which indicate the levels of redundancy are derived in Section 4. The algorithms for computing eigenvectors, once the optimal k is known, are covered in Section 5. In Section 6, diagonal perturbations are avoided by transferring the disturbance to a pair of o -diagonal elements. The quality of the computed eigenvectors is assessed in Section 7. Finally, in Section 8, the mystery of the non-vanishing pivot d n with an ideal shift is investigated and solved.
The algorithms for computing eigenvectors are embarrassingly parallel and they are suitable for modern architectures. We treat elsewhere the problems associated with eigenvectors corresponding to clustered eigenvalues. Kahan 13] . Let the number of negative d i (the inertia count) be ( ).
If the UD Lfactorisation of J ; Iis de ned asŨ( ) ( )L( ), then the pivots i ( ) (the diagonal elements of ( )) are given by i ( ) = a i ; ; b i c i = i+1 ( ) i = n ; 1 : : : 1 w i t h n ( ) = a n ; :
We use the following simple but useful result extensively, without explicitly invoking the lemma.
Lemma 1 If L is unit lower triangular and Lx = e n then x = e n . Similarly, if U is unit upper triangular and Ux = e 1 then x = e 1 .
Most of our developments are based on LDU and UD Lfactorisation of submatrices J ; I .
However, it is possible to use orthogonal factorisations, instead of Gaussian factorisations, without any major problems. Since the cost of orthogonal factorisations is high, many would prefer to use Gaussian factorisations with nearest neighbour pivoting to minimise forward errors. However, since QR=QL factorisations are the basis of the QR=QL algorithms for computation of eigenvalues and eigenvectors, the formulae for computing k are paramount in the understanding of the QR=QL algorithms. This topic is studied elsewhere.
We denote the diagonal elements of the matrix R of the QR factorisation of andl n = a n ; .
The following lemma which g i v es the ratios of principal minors is easy to verify. 3 Solution of a Nearly Homogeneous System
Suppose that an eigenvalue, , of the (dense) matrix F is known exactly the eigenvector, x, corresponding to is given by the homogeneous system of equations is given by (F ; I )x = 0 with = :
This system can be solved by assuming an arbitrary non-zero value for x k for a particular k, k = 1 : : : n . This is a reasonable assumption since not all elements of x can be zero. Thus, the rest of the solution is given by 
The kth equation of (5) is of the form:
(F ; I ) k 1:n x = 0 :
(7) However, in practice, eigenvalues are not known exactly and hence the shift is not an exact eigenvalue of F . T h us, equation (7) will not be satis ed exactly even if the solution of (6) is known exactly. That is, instead of (7), we g e t (F ; I ) k 1:n x( ) = k ( ) (8) where k ( ) is the residual. Thus, instead of (5), we are e ectively solving the system of equations
where we h a ve c hanged the notation from x to y(k ) to emphasise that we a r e n o w s o l v i n g for an approximate eigenvector, y(k ), corresponding to the approximate eigenvalue . From now o n w e often suppress the arguments k and of y(k ) and similar vectors to avoid cluttering.
We n o w specialise our results for the tridiagonal matrix J for which a fundamental simpli cation is possible. The submatrices J 1:k;1 k+1:n and J k+1:n 1:k;1 are null matrices and thus (6) gives two decoupled systems of equations: (J ; I ) 1:k;1 y 1:k;1 = ;c k;1 y k e k;1 (9) and (J ; I ) k+1:n y k+1:n = ;b k y k e 1 : (10) The residual equation (8) To prove the second part, assume that x i;1 and x i+1 are zero. Then x i = 0 since a i ; 6 = 0 in that case all the elements of x become zero.
Remark The rst part of the lemma shows that x 1 6 = 0 and x n 6 = 0. According to the second part, x 2 6 = 0 i f a 1 6 = and x n;1 6 = 0 i f a n 6 = .
Theorem 1 Let (J ; I ) 1:k;1 and (J ; I ) k+1 n be non-singular and (J ; I )z(k ) = k ( )e k with z k = 1 : (12) Then the perturbed matrix J ; k ( )e k e k ; Iis singular. Furthermore, is an exact eigenvalue of the perturbed matrix J ; k ( )e k e k and z is the corresponding eigenvector. Remark If an eigenvalue has a complex conjugate partner, the k have to be computed only once for both eigenvalues.
The following formula may be used for computing the residual k ( ) for a particular k. The essential idea, which i s v alid also for dense matrices, can be traced to Sherman and Morrison 14] . See Fernando 7] . Proof: z is given by z = k ( )(J ; I ) ;1 e k . Multiplying both sides of the above e q u a t i o n by e k we arrive at the stated result.
Remark Thus, k ( ) is the reciprocal of the kth diagonal entry of the inverse of J ; I .
The following algorithm may be used for computing the approximate eigenvector y and the residual k ( ) for a particular k. The easiest way to solve the system of equations in step 4 of Algorithm 1 is to use the LDU factorisation without pivoting. However, nearest neighbour pivoting can be used to avoid forward errors, in which c a s e t h e U matrix becomes triangular with three upper diagonals. The QR factorisation is a more expensive alternative which also creates a matrix R with three upper diagonals.
Similarly, for the solution of the set of equations in step 5, the UD Lfactorisation is the obvious choice. If nearest neighbour pivoting is used, then L is tridiagonal and triangular. The most suitable orthogonal factorisation for the solution is the QL.
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So far we h a ve not answered an important issue: how to nd the index k such that the residual j k ( )j is the smallest without computing the inverse of (J ; I ) ;1 or equation (11) However, the determinant o f J ; I; k ( )e k e k is zero (see Theorem 1) which leads to the stated result.
It is easy to establish three more formulae for k ( ). 
Remark The above formulae are independent o f a n y factorisations and hence superior to any other derived formulae which require the existence of factorisations of the submatrices. Note also that k can approach a nite limit even if the minors in the denominator vanish provided the ratios of minors exist as limits.
Corollary 5 k ( ) = ( a k ; ) ;
Proof: This is a direct consequence of Lemma 2.
The way to derive the formulae for k with nearest neighbour pivoting is obvious from Lemma 3. to zero. Thus, the double factorisation could be a more reliable method to determine near singularity of matrices. We h a ve also computed the i -values using (21). Note the disappearance of the zero values of i when computed using this formula. We recall that according to Corollary 1, the i cannot have z e r o v alues for a subset of indices i. T h us equation (21) could be used to replace zero values with more realistic estimates. However, note the change of sign of i from i = 9 o n wards for the zero shift in the relevant columns in the table. This shows that formulae (21) and (22) should be used with extra care.
In oating-point arithmetic, the inertia counts determined by LDU and UD Lfactorisations of J ; Imight not be identical since the oating-point errors in computing the d i and the i will not be identical except for trivial problems. Thus, inconsistent results can be obtained if these formulae for the k are used in an haphazard way. The erratic sign reversals can be avoided by using formula (21) for i = 1 : : : k and formula (22) where is the smallest representable number in the machine. See Kahan 13] for further details.
If j k j is tiny, w e could expect very good approximations to eigenvectors from Theorem 5. However, if j k j is not tiny t h e n w e are computing the eigenvectors of the perturbed matrix J ; k ( )e k e k and in that case the computed eigenvectors will not closely approximate the eigenvectors of J.
Example 2 We h a ve repeated an experiment d o n e b y Wilkinson 16] , 17], 18] for the matrix W ; 21 . T able 2 shows the computed eigenvectors corresponding to the largest eigenvalue in IEEE single precision arithmetic. The vectors z andẑ denote the eigenvectors computed by dropping the rst and the 21st equations, respectively. The vectorẑ is scaled such such that the rst element is unity. Since j 1 j is the smallest and j 21 j is the largest, z and theẑ represent the best and the worst possible solutions. Note that the worst case does not have a n y correspondence to the best case. The elements ofẑ which do not match the exponent of the corresponding elements of z are indicated in italics. Table 3 shows the same results in IEEE double precision arithmetic (53-bit mantissa). Because of the improved accuracy of the shift and perhaps also due to the higher precision of the arithmetic, the smallest j i j are considerably smaller than in single precision. Note also that the di erence between the best and the worst case is converging as the precision goes up. By comparing z computed in single precision and in double precision, it can be seen that the single precision result is very accurate.
The 2-norm of the matrix is equal to the 21st eigenvalue. In both precisions, j 1 j is smaller than kJk 2 macheps. Thus z should be a good approximation to the 21st eigenvector. 21 matrix. This new tridiagonal, which w e call the unsymmetric W matrix, has two pairs of complex conjugate eigenvalues. We have computed in IEEE single precision the i -values for one of the complex eigenvalues (shifts), . S e e T able 4. The minimal k is when k = 20. The optimal k for the eigenvalue is the same as for see Corollary 3.
Although Theorem 5 gives the principal algorithm for computation of eigenvectors, there are other secondary ways to compute them. Suppose that z k;1 was computed using (24), then it is possible to compute the rest of the elements z j , j = k;2 : : : 1 via the three-term recurrence, c j;2 z j;2 + ( a j;1 ; )z j;1 + b j;1 z j = 0 :
See the proof of Lemma 5 for details. Similarly, i f z k+1 is determined by (25), the above recursion could be used to compute z j for for j = k + 2 : : : n . 6 
Perturbation of the O -diagonals
We h a ve already considered the case of perturbing a diagonal element o f J to make the perturbed matrix singular. However, for tridiagonal matrices with zero diagonals, such perturbations will destroy the matrix structure. It is well known that zero diagonal tridiagonal matrices are paramount in the study of the SVD of bidiagonal matrices. See Golub and Kahan 9], Kahan 13], Demmel 5] . They are also important in vibration analysis. See Bishop et al 3] .
It is possible to perturb the product b k c k for a particular k such that^ k (the k of the perturbed matrix) is zero in which case the perturbed matrix is singular. Alternatively, the product b k;1 c k;1 can be perturbed such t h a t k (the k of the perturbed matrix) is zero. Remark 2 This theorem also shows that if the gap = min i6 =j j ; i j is large then the computed eigenvector z is a good approximation to x.
Another way to compare the accuracy of the computed eigenvector z is to estimate jjz ; xjj 1:k;1 and jjz ; xjj k+1:n where x is the desired eigenvector with x k = 1 .
Theorem 9 Let (J ; I )z = k ( )e k , z k = 1 where is not an eigenvalue of J. Then j ; j j j x 1:k;1 jj jj(J ; I ) 1:k;1 jj j j (z ; x) 1:k;1 jj j ; j jjf(J ; I ) 1:k;1 g ;1 jj jjx 1:k;1 jj j ; j j j x k+1:n jj jj(J ; I ) k+1:n jj j j (z ; x) k+1:n jj j ; j jjf(J ; I ) k+1:n g ;1 jj jjx k+1:n jj where x is an eigenvector of J with x k = 1 and is the corresponding eigenvalue.
Proof: From (J ; I )z = k ( )e k , w e g e t (J ; I )(z ; x) = ( ; )x + k ( )e k :
(29) By removing the kth equation of (29), we obtain (30) However, the submatrices J 1:k;1 k+1:n and J k+1:n 1:k;1 are null matrices and hence we g e t two decoupled systems, 
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It is well known that it is possible to de ate a matrix using a shift exactly equal to an eigenvalue of that matrix provided that exact arithmetic is used. The following result indicates how this could be achieved using the LDU factorisation. Thus the determinant is nite in the limit and by using an argument similar to Lemma 6, we get the stated result.
Remark If there are more than one i such that d i;1 ! 0 then the limit can be evaluated repeatedly for each i.
In oating-point arithmetic, the assertion that the determinant is zero can break down due to two reasons. Firstly, in general, an eigenvalue is not known or even representable to full accuracy. Secondly, because of rounding errors the ideal outcome, d n = 0 , c a n happen only accidentally. H o wever, an optimist might expect that if the shift represents an eigenvalue to its full machine precision, then d n and hence the determinant w ould be tiny.
If d n is zero (or tiny), then the following result provides an algorithm to compute an eigenvector x of J. The proof is straightforward.
Theorem 10 If is an exact eigenvalue of J then the eigenvector corresponding to the eigenvalue is given by x j = ;(b j =d j )x j+1 for j = n ; Remark The residual vector corresponding to the vector x is given by d n e n and hence the norm of this residual is jd n j. T o obtain a zero residual it is necessary and su cient that d n is zero.
Example 4 We h a ve computed the recurrence for the Wilkinson matrix W ; 21 with the 11th eigenvalue as the shift . This eigenvalue is zero in exact arithmetic and hence known to full precision. The second column of Table 5 gives the d n with the shift equal to zero and the third column gives the d n with the shift set to the eigenvalue given by the LAPACK routine SSTEQR. See 1] for a description of this routine. It can be seen that d n is not zero or tiny in either column. Example 5 Table 6 shows the pivot d n for the Wilkinson W ; 21 matrix for two v alues of the shift which are separated by o n e ulp (units in the last place held). These two shifts straddle the 13th eigenvalue which can be observed by the change in the inertia ( ) which counts the negative d i . Again the d n do not vanish as prescribed by Lemma 6. If the determinant is zero then it indicates a singular matrix. However, nearly singular matrices (i.e., the smallest singular value is tiny) do not always have nearly zero determinants. See Section 2.7.3 of Golub and Van Loan 10] for further details. In Examples 3 and 4, the determinants (as computed by d 1 d 2 : : : d n ) are not zero (in fact they are huge) although the matrices are almost singular.
Theorem 10 gives an algorithm for computing eigenvectors which relies on the fact that d n is zero. In Examples 3 and 4, the computed d n is far from zero. There are many unanswered questions. Is it reasonable to expect d n to be zero or tiny in oating-point arithmetic? Is it due to`forward instability' that d n is not zero?
We h a ve p r o ved that with an exact eigenvalue shift, d n and the determinant are zero in exact arithmetic. How d o w e measure this deviation from the mathematically ideal case when the shift is not an exact eigenvalue and when the arithmetic is not exact?
Note that the forward recurrence (3) can be written as the backward recurrence In the ideal case with an exact eigenvalue shift, d n = 0. Suppose that we assume this ideal initial value d n = 0 and run the recurrence (33) backward. In exact arithmetic, with the exact eigenvalue shift both (3) and (33) should give identical d i provided the LDU factorisation exists. However, for a general shift , the d i given by (33) will be di erent from that of (3). To di erentiate these two d i recurrences, the one which goes in the backward direction will be renamed d i . The assumed initial condition d n = 0 can be translated to f n using (37) to give n = a n ; : (39) It is not di cult to recognise that the f i recursion (38), together with the initial condition (39), give the diagonal pivots of the UD Lfactorisation of J ; I . That is i = f i . See (4). Equation (36) then follows from (37) and (35). By comparing (36) with (20), we g e t the stated equality.
The deviation ! i ( ) (or equivalently, i ( )) for a particular i is not a totally new variable. In fact, it was de ned by Babu ska in his study of the numerical stability of tridiagonal solvers. However, this variable is well hidden in a set of nineteen equations pertaining to two-sided elimination. In his notation, ! s (0) is s . See equation (5.29) of 2]. Since is often used as the positive inertia count of a Hermitian matrix (i.e., the number of positive d i or i ), we a void his notation.
We h a ve already established that, in exact arithmetic, i ( ) = 0 for all i if is an exact eigenvalue of J. H o wever, in inexact arithmetic and when the shift is not identical to an eigenvalue, all the i ( ) m i g h t not be zero or tiny.
We recall that the vanishing and Table 1 where k = 0 for k = 1 0 : : : 14. Thus, we get a zero determinant without a vanishing d n in oating-point arithmetic.
